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BIO: 
Scott Mann is the President of Rooftop Leadership, a leadership consulting and training company in
Tampa, Florida and Co-Founder of the Heroes Journey, a 501(c)(3) dedicated to helping Veterans and
Military Families find their voice and tell their story as they transition out of military service. As a former
Army Green Beret with multiple combat tours to Afghanistan and Iraq, Scott takes the lessons from
working in low-trust conflict zones to help leaders find ways to build relationships and tell stories that
bridge the human trust gaps we all face today. Scott has appeared on numerous TV, Radio, and Podcast
media platforms to include CNN, Fox, all the major networks and syndicated radio. Scott is also a
playwright and actor currently bringing his award-winning play "Last Out - Elegy of a Green Beret" to life as
a major film for limited release on 9/11 and national release on Veterans Day 2021.
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WHY SCOTT MANN?
While serving as a Green Beret, Scott had the opportunity to not only train and embed with the
Afghanistan Army, he built trusted relationships with some of the country's most respected citizens.
For nearly two decades, Scott drove forward high-impact missions in some of the most dangerous
parts of the world, including Columbia, Ecuador, Peru, Panama, Iraq, and Afghanistan. He deployed
multiple times with three of those tours in Afghanistan. He has been featured on:  


